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Justice 1: Shameless
‘Mercy without justice is the mother of disintegration.’ Thomas Aquinas
Conviction for sexual sin is dull today. We no longer feel bad for acting badly. Misuses of mercy
may well enable the problem. When we placate the disintegrated who sow seeds of disorder
everywhere, are we disintegrating others? Where is justice for persons caught in the crossfire of
another’s sin?
Last week, we as a staff prayed for a godly wife whose husband abruptly left her and is fasttracking a divorce so he can proceed with his sexy new friendship. Our small group surrounded a
mother whose once beautiful daughter now postures as a macho dude and refuses proximity with
her grieving mom. I talked with a colleague about how to best respond to a once chaste friend who
now works for a ‘gay’ rights group and who slanders his former recovery/ministry mates as
abusive and greedy ‘conversion’ therapists. All three cases involve persons who refuse the truth,
cannot change the truth, and vent their conflict on loved ones who remind them of the truth.
Justice is all about the truth. As Pieper says about this foundational virtue, ‘What is right comes
before justice; justice is second.’ The truth—we seek to give others their due. In this we serve
justice. It is right and fair to seek to live undivided lives. However weak we may be, tempted by
myriad desires, we can desire one true thing: to love others in a way that honors our commitment
to what is best for all. In the sexual realm that involves keeping the commitment of love we sealed
with our bodies (aka marriage), keeping same-gender friends chaste, and making every effort to
honor the gender of our birth.
It is fair to name efforts to ‘expand’ human liberty by forsaking these truths as unjust. One
person’s freedom becomes a loved one’s nightmare. Before we fawn over the unrepentant
prodigal, we must first recognize that his or her sin has set in motion a series of sins that has
victimized others. How are the forsaken spouse and grieving parent and helpless friend doing? We
must first uphold what is just by caring for the injured.
Secondly, the injustice of today’s new sexual liberties wreaks havoc on children who grow up in an
amoral, chaotic world. Yesterday, everyone had a ‘gay’ niece. Today, everyone has a ‘trans’
nephew. Is it because we underestimated the number of gender disoriented folks? No. We just
popularized them, made it crazy cool to ‘gender bend’ and barely formed kids begin to entertain
the possibilities. Every ‘gay marriage’, every ‘trans’ testimony, every divorce pollutes the air and
the water our kids depend on and makes them that much more susceptible to immorality. That is
the nature of injustice. Founded on lies, it spreads its deception naturally, deeply. Pray mercy on
our children. We have sown to a violent wind and we now reap destruction.
‘For rebellion is like the sin of witchcraft, and arrogance like the evil of idolatry.’ (1S 15:23)
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